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Abstract: Big data is large volume, heterogeneous, distributed data. Big data applications where data collection has grown continuously, it is expensive to manage, capture or extract and process data using existing software tools. For example Weather Forecasting, Electricity Demand Supply, social media and so on. With increasing size of data in data warehouse it is expensive to perform data analysis. Data cube commonly abstracting and summarizing databases. It is way of structuring data in different n dimensions for analysis over some measure of interest. For data processing Big data processing framework relay on cluster computers and parallel execution framework provided by Map-Reduce. Extending cube computation techniques to this paradigm, MR-Cube is framework (based on mapreduce) used for cube materialization and mining over massive datasets using holistic measure. MR-Cube efficiently computes cube with holistic measures over billion-tuple datasets.
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I. Introduction

In Big data the information comes from multiple, heterogeneous, autonomous sources with complex relationship and continuously growing. upto 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created daily and 90 percent data in the world today were produced within past two years [1].For example Flicker, a public picture sharing site, where in an average 1.8 million photos per day are receive from February to march 2012[10], this shows that it is very difficult for big data applications to manage, process and retrieve data from large volume of data using existing software tools. It’s become challenge to extract knowledgeable information for future use [15]. There are different challenges of Data mining with Big Data. We overlook it in next section. Currently Big Data processing depends upon parallel programming models like MapReduce, as well as providing computing platform of Big Data services. Data mining algorithms need to scan through the training data for obtaining the statistics for solving or optimizing model parameter. Due to the large size of data it is becoming expensive to analysis data cube. The Map-Reduce based approach is used for data cube materialization and mining over massive datasets using holistic (non algebraic) measures like TOP-k for the top-k most frequent queries. MR-Cube approach is used for efficient cube computation.

Our paper is organized as follows: first we will see key challenges of Big Data Mining then we overlook some methods like cube materialization, MapReduce and MR-cube approach.

II. Challenges In Big Data Mining

Big Data has different characteristics such as it is large volume, heterogeneous, autonomous source with distributed and centralized control, seek to explore complex and evolving relationship among data [1].These different characteristics of Big Data make it challenge for discovering useful information or knowledge from it. After analyzing and research challenge form a three tier structure framework to mention different challenges at different tier, as shown in fig.1.

The challenges at tier I focus on low-level data accessing and arithmetic computing procedures, Challenges on information sharing and privacy. Big Data often stored on different location and it is continuously growing that’s why an effective computing platform to take distributed large scale data storage into consideration for computing. Tier II concentrate on high-level semantics, application domain knowledge for different applications of big data and the user privacy issues. This information provides benefits to Big data access but also add a technical barriers to Big Data access (Tier I) and mining algorithms (Tier II). The Outmost tier is tier III which challenges the actual mining algorithms. At this tier III the mining challenges concentrate on algorithm designs in tackling the difficulties which is raised by the big data volumes, distributed data distribution, complex and dynamic characteristics.
Tier III contains three stages. In first stage sparse, heterogeneous, uncertain, incomplete and multisource data is preprocessed by data fusion technique. In second stage after preprocessing stage complex and dynamic data are mined. Third stage is for local learning and model fusion, where the global knowledge is obtained by local learning and model fusion is tested and the relevant information is feedback to preprocessing stage.

Big Data is carry out computing on the PB (Petabyte) or even on EB (Exabyte) data with complex computing process, so parallel computing infrastructure, programming language support and software model utilizing to efficiently analyze and mine distributed data. MapReduce mechanism is suitable for large scale data mining task on clusters.

III. Method Overview

3.1 Data Cube

Data cube provide multi-dimensional views in data warehousing. If n dimensions given in relation then there are 2^n cuboids and this cuboids need to computed in the cube materialization using algorithm[2]which is able to facilitate feature in MapReduce for efficient cube computation. In data cube Dimension and attributes are the set of attributes that user want to analyze. Cube lattice is formed representing all possible groupings of this attributes, based on those attributes. After that by grouping attribute into hierarchies and eliminating invalid cube regions from lattice we get more compact hierarchical cube lattice. Finally cube computation task is to compute given measure for all valid cube groups. There are different techniques of cube computations [3] like multi-dimensional aggregate computation, BUC(Bottom-Up Computation), star cubing for efficient cube computation. There are limitations in these techniques: 1) They are designed for a single node or for a cluster with less nodes [19], so it is difficult to process data with a single or few machines. 2) Many analyses over logs, involve computing holistic measure where as many techniques uses the algebraic measures. 3) Existing techniques failed to detect and avoid data skew. There is need of technique to compute cube in parallel on holistic measure over massive dataset. Hadoop based MapReduce can handle large amount of data in cluster with thousand of machines. So this technique is good option for analysis of data.

3.2 Map Reduce

MapReduce is a programming model designed for processing large volumes of data in parallel by dividing the work into a set of independent tasks. The nature of this programming model and how it can be used to write programs which run in the Hadoop environment is explain by this model. Hadoop [11] is an open source implementation for this environment. Map and Reduce are two functions.

The main job of these two functions are sorting and filtering input data. During Map phase data is distributed to mapper machines and by parallel processing the subset it produces <key, value> pairs for each record. Next shuffle phase is used for repartitioning and sorting that pair within each partition. So the value
corresponding same key grouped into \{v1, v2, \ldots \} values. Last during Reduce phase reducer machine process subset \langle key, \{v1, v2, \} \rangle pairs parallel in the final result is written to distributed file system.

![Architecture of Hadoop 1.0 and 2.0](image)

Fig.1:- Architecture of Hadoop 1.0 and 2.0

MR1 is used in Hadoop 1.0 but due to some resource management issues like inflexible slot configuration, scalability. After Hadoop version 0.23, MapReduce changed significantly. Now it known as MapReduce 2.0 or YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator). MapReduce 2.0 has two major functionalities of job tracker which are split into resource management and job scheduling into separate daemons [4]. Fig 1 shows the architecture of both Hadoop versions. In Hadoop 1.0 Job Tracker has a responsibility for managing the resources and scheduling jobs across the cluster. But in Hadoop 2.0 the architecture of YARN allows the new Resource Manager to manage the usage of resources across all applications. And Application Masters takes the responsibility of managing the job execution.

This new approach improves the ability to scale up the Hadoop clusters to a much larger configuration than it was previously possible. In addition to this, YARN permits parallel execution of a range of programming models. This includes graph processing, iterative processing, machine learning, and general cluster computing.

### 3.3 MR-cube Approach

MR-Cube MR-Cube is a MapReduce based algorithm introduces for efficient cube computation [5] and for identifying cube sets/groups on holistic measures. MR-Cube algorithm is used for cube materialization and identifying interesting cube groups. Complexity of the cubing task is depending upon two aspects: size of data and size of cube lattice. Size of data impacts size of large group and intermediate size of data, where as the cube lattice size impacts on intermediate data size and it is controlled by the number/depth of dimension. First we identify the subset of holistic measures that can easily compute in parallel than an arbitrary holistic measure. We can call it Partially Algebraic Measures. The technique of partitioning large groups based on algebraic attribute called Value partitioning. Value partitioning is used to effectively distribute the data; we can easily compute it with Naïve algorithm [9]. Value partitioning performs on only on group that are likely reducer friendly and dynamically adjust the partition factor. Partition factor is ratio by which a group is partitioned.

There are different approaches for detecting reducer unfriendly groups. One of the approach is sampling approach where we estimate the reducer unfriendliness of cube region based on the number of groups it is estimated and perform partitioning for all small groups within the list of cube region that are estimated to be reducer unfriendly.

### 3.4 Cube Materialization

Cube materialization task comes under the MR-Cube approach. Materializing the cube means computing measures for all cube groups satisfying the pruning condition. After materializing cube we can identify the interesting cube groups for cube mining algorithm. The main MR-CUBE-MAP-REDUCE task is perform using annotated lattice. The combine process of identifying and value partitioning unfriendly regions followed by partitioning of regions is referred as annotate.

Based on the sampling results cube regions have deemed as reducer unfriendly and require partitioning. Each tuple in dataset the MR-Cube-Map emits key:value pairs for each batch area. In required keys are appended with hash based on value partitioning. The shuffle phase then sorts them by key yielding reducer
tasks. The BUC algorithm is then run on each reducer and cube aggregates are generated. The value partitioned group are merged during post processing to produce the final result.

IV. Conclusion

In real-world applications managing and mining Big Data is Challenging task. As the data concern large in a volume, distributed and decentralized control and complex. There are several challenges at data, model and system level. We need computing platform to handle this Big Data. The MapReduce framework is one of the most important parts of big data processing, and batch oriented parallel computing model. In earlier versions of MapReduce the components were designed to address basic needs of processing and resource management. Recently, it has evolved into a improved version known as MapReduce 2/YARN that provides improved features and functionality. With Big Data technologies we able to provide most relevant and accurate social sensing feedback to better understand to society at real-time. MR-Cube efficiently distributes the computation workload across machines and completes the cubing task.
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